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Introduction


The following slides describe recommended actions for ICN given the current
landscape that includes


Large reduction in state appropriation



Downward trend in number of connected customers



Downward trend in Internet Egress market price



Many customers still connected to ICN via T1



Bandwidth demand increasing exponentially



Migration of applications and services to ‘the cloud’
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Network Goals
ICN Network

ICN to offer secure, highly
available connectivity (core and
last mile) to applications and
services used by core
constituents

Peering with content and
applications providers focused
on serving ICN customers

Supports Voice and Video
services

Ring based, redundant
architecture, providing high
speed switch over on fiber cut

SIP based VoIP application
supported, with core network
QoS
Customer Sites

Focused on managing end user
devices and the in-building
wireless and wireline network

No or minimal applications
servers

Redundant fiber
loops into
customer
premises.
Geographically
redundant where
possible.

SIP Voice-Video real
time services

Highly available fiber network
support real time services. Ring
based architecture with high
speed switch over on fiber
break

Peered Content Providers/
Application servers





Illinicloud

Public
Internet
access

QoS enabled, secure, highly available, redundant, fiber optic
statewide network supporting real time applications, services and
content. Applications, services and content targeted to ICN core
customers.
Core customers manage their in-building wireless and wireline
network and end user devices. Applications and services hosted by
the ICN network
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Recommendations




To directly address reduction in state appropriation


Remove the free allocation, replace with standard pricing for bandwidth



Introduce minimum purchase amount of $140 for 10Mb/s

To facilitate expansion of broadband


Construct fiber to customers close to ICN network



Partner with private providers in shared build costs to community anchor institutions



Allow ICN to act as the end to end supplier of broadband connections to primary customers
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Recommendations




Enhanced Broadband Connections


Develop on-net service offering, for example, increased bandwidth (5x) for customers



Develop secure, protected links to certain content providers e.g. Illinicloud

Enhance Applications and Services


Provide hosted QoS enabled SIP trunks for customers using VoIP solutions



Promote usage of cloud services through secure ICN network



Deep dive on ICN services. Selected engineering updates to the services then re-launch.
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Take Rate Analysis

Impact Analysis of Removing the Free Allocation
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Take Rate Analysis






Snapshot of “EMS Combined” database was taken on September 23rd 2014
“Indirect” locations removed from database
Duplicate “Site names” removed
Locations with category of ICN, Telco or Internet Service provider removed
Results in 2683 sites / entries in the customer database



Price each site is paying for bandwidth noted, based on bandwidth purchase capped
by Rate Limit.
A “Take Rate” of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% is then applied to the primary revenue.
20% take rate means that after the free allocation is removed, 20% of primary
customer revenue stays with ICN, 80% leaves. (In this model, the take rate applies
equally to all customer categories within primary customers.)
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Price Scenarios


The price scenario’s used in the model are shown below. For each price scenario, a
take rate of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% is implemented

Current Pricing

Recommended Pricing
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Price Scenarios


Revenue at different take rates for each pricing scenario
With current pricing kept
constant, a 20% - 40% take
rate is expected

With a price reduction, a 60%
- 80% take rate is expected
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Price Scenarios



Revenue growth assuming growth in bandwidth and subscribers at a 20% - 30% level
Starting bandwidth assumes a 60% take rate



Starting bandwidth assumes a 80% take rate
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Enhanced Service & Pricing
Current Pricing

Proposed Service Pricing

Significant
price reduction
at 100Mb/s
encourages
customers to
move to higher
bandwidths

Service enhanced with 5x On-net bandwidth
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Revenue


Total ICN Revenue with 100% and 60% take rate, using Price Scenario 4 - $140 $4.50
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